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PREFACE
For a number of years there has been a great concern over a project that has been built
and is operating near Geneva, Switzerland, on the Swiss/Franco border. The project is known as
C.E.R.N. and has been labeled as a Super-Collider, a device that can smash sub-atomic particles
into even more rudimentary particles, all done in the name of discovering more about the origins
of Earth and the Universe, and in an attempt to find something called the Hicks Boson, also
known as the “God Particle.”

When we read about such things in articles in scientific magazines and on various
internet sites we are only told what the physical goals of the project are, the scientific goals so to
speak. What so many fail to realize is that modern science has for the most part become a quest
to prove evolution and to disprove any existence of YHVH. What scientists fail to realize is that
when you set out to disprove something or someone that has spiritual properties then you move
from physical science to metaphysical science.

I like science very much, that is when it is true science and not the religious science that
is trying to destroy faith in an all-encompassing God, namely YHVH. If you have visited my
research website called The Delusion Resistance, you know that we are dedicated to lies and
errors for what they are, part of a great delusion that is coming to test the people that live on
Earth. When I heard that one of the purposes of the Hadron Super Collider (The Device at
C.E.R.N.) and that it was going to be used to attempt to find a god particle in an attempt to
destroy faith in the One True God, YHVH, I had to research it to expose it.

What you are about to read is much, but not all of my research on the C.E.R.N project.
Yes, I said much of the research. There are other things that I am still researching that I cannot
yet present. If I attempted to share unverified information I would be no better than the people
that I am trying to expose. Good science and research is not made up of guesses and innuendo’s,
but is a product of searching for the truth, gaining that truth and throwing out all of the garbage. I
am sure that in the days, months and years that are still to come, YHVH willing, other things will
come into play that need to be exposed and I will add them when that time comes.

So please now, continue on and look at the research. I hope that it helps to feed your
mind and to whet your appetite to learn more about what evil people in high places are doing to
bring about a new society, which we will see someday will backfire and the world’s elites will
again find that they have played into the plans of YHVH and the plans that He has to bring back
a fallen world into His sphere of influence after years of Mankind under the control of Satanic
forces has consistently screwed up.

SECTION ONE
CERN, CERNNUNOS AND THE OCCULT CONNECTION

Later in this book I want to expound about how I think that there is “probably” a secret
CERN facility on the other side of the globe from the current (and known) CERN facility that
straddles the border of Eastern France and Western Switzerland. First, we should probably delve
into what the front name for the acronym CERN actually is. CERN stands for:

CERN is the European Organization for Nuclear Research. The name CERN is derived
from the acronym for the French Conseil Européen pour la Recherche Nucléaire, a
provisional body founded in 1952 with the mandate of establishing a world-class
fundamental physics research organization in Europe. [Source:
angelsanddemons.web.cern.ch/faq/what-does-cern-mean]

For those who do not understand the French language, the title reads, “Council, European
for the Research Nuclear.” IF the project had been named using English grammar it would be
Council for European Nuclear Research, or CENR (sinner, which would also be applicable), but
that would present problems to what appears to be an occult preoccupation with the site and
those who have imagined it from its conception.

The Logo for CERN is quite interesting, consisting of positions of the number six:

What is important to understand is that we live in a world that for all intensive purposes
seems to be only physical (or at least our reality does), which causes many to believe that there is
no spiritual dimension or at the very least says that the two realities do not interface with each
other. Just a little research into any religion on earth, with the exception of humanism, shows that
the spiritual dimension does indeed interface with the physical dimension in a very real sense
and nowadays at an alarming frequency.

The summoning of entities from other dimensions has been occurring since mankind was
given dominion over the Earth. A cursory reading of 1 Enoch shows the connect quite well as it
catalogs and categories who these entities are as well as the battle that goes on behind the scenes
each and every minute of each and every day. Because of Enoch we know what angels fell, why
they fell and why we are impacted by the demonic realm even to our present day. We also know

from scripture that the summoning forth of these entities is strictly forbidden and warned against
by YHVH. Just read the book of Leviticus.

In addition, a good read of Enoch and Revelation show quite clearly, not only how things
started, but how they come to their ending. Enoch talks about the entities that are imprisoned
within the earth until a later time. Revelation talks about the letting loose of those entities and
how they try to take a final stand against YHVH but are subsequently defeated.

Later on, I will touch on how I believe that CERN is going to be used to open what
Revelation calls the Bottomless Pit, or Abyss. Somehow the abyss is sealed, but we know that
that seal, or lock, will be opened to allow all hell to literally break forth on earth.

And the fifth angel sounded, and I saw a star fall from heaven unto the earth: and to him
was given the key of the bottomless pit. And he opened the bottomless pit; and there arose
a smoke out of the pit, as the smoke of a great furnace; and the sun and the air were
darkened by reason of the smoke of the pit…… Revelation 9:1-2

I will talk about how it seems as if the twenty-three-degree tilt in the inclination of Earth
might just be that lock and that it is quite possible that the unseen enemy will use the science of
CERN to correct the axis tilt so that Earth will again be at zero degrees inclination thus opening
the lock of the Abyss. It must never be forgotten that there are two sides when it comes to angels,
YHVH’s angels and fallen angels. Revelation, when talking about an angel that opens the
Bottomless Pit, doesn’t say if the angel is good or bad, or if the key is some sort of technology
that an angel gives to men to open the bottomless pit.

I will talk in the following section about the statue of the Hindu god Shiva near the front
entrance to CERN and that Shiva, in Hindu belief, is the god that is responsible for the
destruction of creation so that it can be rebuilt, and how Satan desires to destroy all remembrance
of a Godly creation so that he can set up his own world and dominion:

How art thou fallen from heaven, O Lucifer, son of the morning! how art thou cut down
to the ground, which didst weaken the nations! For thou hast said in thine heart, I will
ascend into heaven, I will exalt my throne above the stars of God: I will sit also upon the
mount of the congregation, in the sides of the north: I will ascend above the heights of the
clouds; I will be like the most High. Isaiah 14:12-14

One event that a select few have mentioned is the completion of a tunnel near CERN that
had the strangest celebration that I’ve ever seen on film. When researching this tunnel some
confusion could occur. There are three Gotthard tunnels; one a railway tunnel from the 1800’s,
the second an automobile tunnel built in the 1980’s and the one that we are interested in, finished
in 2016. Wikipedia says, regarding the tunnel:

The Gotthard Base Tunnel (GBT; German: Gotthard-Basistunnel,
Italian: Galleria di base del San Gottardo) is a railway base tunnel through the Alps in
Switzerland. It opened on 1 June 2016 with full service to begin in December 2016. With
a route length of 57.09 km (35.5 mi) and a total of 151.84 km (94.3 mi) of tunnels, shafts
and passages, it is the world’s longest and deepest traffic tunnel and the first flat, lowlevel route through the Alps. [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gotthard_Base_Tunnel]

The ritual that was performed at the opening of the tunnel bizarre in every sense of that
word. It was attended by many European dignitaries. The ritual consisted of having workers
paraded through the tunnel near the audience, then a rail car with naked people performing
suggestive sexual positions followed by strange looking demonic creatures including mock
chained angelic looking figures, along with figures breaking their chains. The ceremony
appeared to me to be a story of how something in that area (CERN?) was going to break through
a barrier that would allow demonic forces and fallen angels to come to the surface; that their
chains would be broken, and mankind would take on the chains. The video was available on the
internet in many places but slowly it has been disappearing from the net which would seem to
suggest that the Elites are trying to erase all mention of the ritual.

If you can find the video and watch it and you cannot discern that this is a very strange
video with a message, then I submit that you lack discernment entirely. The parade that was
performed was not a parade, but more of a marking of a rite of passage, dare I say the ushering in
of something that will bring a new era to mankind. It was symbolic of breaking off the shackles
of one era and entering into the perceived freedom of a new one. The problem is that they have it
all turned around. Yes, there is a new era, or New Age coming, but it will lead to the ultimate
enslavement of mankind who will gladly go into that slavery because the Watchers will again be
loosed to corrupt mankind. In reality, it will not be a New Age or the new era, it will be an
attempt to repeat the age before Noah’s Flood.

Who or What is Cernnunos?

Cernnunos was a god of the ancient peoples of Europe. Little is known about him except
that he was such a strange character with many dissimilar characteristics compared to the
Greco/Roman gods.

Cernnunos was a popular god in Celtic Gaul. He was mostly popular in North-Eastern
Gaul which on the map above would be around the vicinity of Vesontio. Just east of Vesontio is
where modern day Geneva is located.

But what about this character Cernnunos? Is the fact that the project being performed
underground near Geneva bears a similar name just a coincidence or is it purposeful? Let us look
at Cernnunos to see what he was (or should I say is) all about. Here is a typical image of
Cernnunos:

A research of pagan sites that talk about Cernnunos yields the following from one Druid
site:

Cernnunos of the nut brown skin and lustrous curling hair; the god whose eyes flash starfire, whose flesh is a reservoir of ancient waters, His cells alive with Mystery, original
primeval essence. Naked, phallus erect, He wears a crown of antlers limned in green fire
and twined with ivy. In his right hand the Torq of gold, testament of his nobility and his
sacred pledge; in his left hand the horned serpent symbol of his sexual power sacred to
the Goddess. [Source: http://www.druidry.org/library/gods-goddesses/cernnunosancient-celtic-god]
And:

Cernnunos, as The Horned God, Lord of the Animals is portrayed as human or half
human with an antler crown. Though he wears a human face his energy and his concerns
are non-human. He is protector of animals and it is Cernnunos who is the law-sayer of
hunting and harvest. While He is recognized most often through his connection to

animals and our own deeply buried, dimly recalled, instinctual animal natures,
Cernnunos is also a tree, forest, and vegetation god in his foliate aspect of The Green
Man, Guardian of the Green World. His branching antlers symbolize the spreading
treetops of the forest as well as his animal nature. As Master of the Sacrificial Hunt, His
is the life that is given in service of new life. His wisdom is that the old must pass away to
make way for the new.

In his Underworld aspect Cernnunos is The Dark Man, the god who dwells in the House
Beneath the Hill, the Underworld. He is the one who comforts and sings the souls of the
dead to their rest in the Summerlands of the Otherworld. Cernnunos, as Master of the
Wild Hunt, who pursues the souls of evil doers, is not associated with a biblical or even
modern morality, but with the protection and continuance of the Land and Nature and the
spirits that dwell therein.

Pan, lusty Satyr god of the Greeks is another aspect of the Horned God. ‘Pan is a proud
celebration of the liberating power of male erotic energy in its purest and most beautiful
form.’ (5) He is portrayed as playful and cunning, but He also has a darker, dangerous
nature. The panic or terror often associated with Pan is not related to human violence,
but to the Life and Death of the natural world. In this form he is called the “All
Devourer.” However, Pan, as Protector of the Wilderness and as a god prone to fits of
madness and violence, can induce panic or wild fear in those who threaten his domain.
[Source: http://www.druidry.org/library/gods-goddesses/cernnunos-ancient-celtic-god]

If you fail to see everything else in this description of Cernnunos, take this fact home
with you; he is portrayed as being the “god of the underworld.” He is equated with Pan.
According to mythology experts, Pan escorted people to Hades after they died. As believers in
Yeshua Ha Mashiach, we know that Satan is the god of the underworld. But, if you want to carry
something else away from this, go forth knowing that this entity is also very sexual in nature,
like many of the other pagan gods that we have read about in times past. It is interesting also that
Cernnunos tends to posture himself much like the image of Baphomet:

Baphomet is a false god that is worshipped by many occult adherents such as high degree
Masons, Wiccans and Satanists. Baphomet is basically Satan. Baphomet’s tattooed arms seem to
echo the message that we are given by the god Shiva. Shiva is known as a destroyer of the
universe so that it can be built up again. In the same manner, “Solve Coaglia” is Latin for solvent
and coagulate. In essence, something has to be broken down, or turned into a solvent and
coagulated into a new thing. It is the same lie that Satan has perpetuated all along, to destroy

YHVH’s order and to establish his own, at any cost. It is also the same thought behind CERN,
which is a project that smashes atoms and subatomic particles to bring them down to their
smallest possible denominator and hopefully build upon that knowledge that is produced. It
seems that this “breaking down” theme always tends to go hand in hand with building back up,
especially where the occult is concerned.

What is the deal with this thing called CERN? First, I do not believe in coincidence. I
don’t think that it is by chance that CERN is named as it is, especially since one of the primary
gods in North East Gaul (the area where Geneva is located) is where Cernnunos was a very
popular deity. Also, I do not think it is a coincidence that Cernnunos was a god of the
underworld and CERN could open a door to that realm. I don’t think that it is a coincidence that
they have a statue of the Hindu god Shiva there either, seeing that all the deities involved are
involved in breaking things down so that they can be rebuilt.

We have the testimony of one physicist (I’m taking this with a grain of salt) that says that
he knows for sure that the officials at CERN are using the apparatus to open doors to other
universes. Added to his testimony we again mention the opening of a tunnel not too far from
CERN that had a ceremony at its opening that mimicked attempts to bore a hole to hell to open
up the Abyss to release fallen entities. Yes, CERN is a particle accelerator, but it is much more.
The possibility that it will be used as a form of Star Gate is real in my estimation.

Oh, how the Elites must revel in the notion of what they would do if they could travel
back in time. Frankly, I believe that time travel has happened to some degree, as witnessed by
Kecksburg and the Stephenville lights. However, YHVH has already recorded time and that
record cannot be broken and if time travel has been accomplished, it was written into the script

already and allowed for. What might be meant to be a portal to other universes to be used by the
Elites in time of trouble will in reality be a portal for fallen entities to enter our reality where
they will attempt to create a New World Order whose final solution will be the liquidation of
anyone that opposes their new order.

We know that an angel will come down from heaven (atmosphere, space or YHVH’s
heaven we do not know) and he will open the bottomless pit. CERN could be that key. Imagine
bridging the gap between our seen world and the spiritual unseen world. I think that mortal men
would be horrified to see what inhabits that other dimension. First, one could see YHVH’s
angels that fight for us in that realm. They are a blessing for us but would bring horror to
unbelievers. Secondly, there would be all of the fallen angels and demons that inhabit that realm,
again a sight that would cause men’s hearts to fail them, just like scripture says.

There is an interesting scripture that YHVH showed to me one day many years ago. I was
searching for time travel in the Bible and was shown the following scripture:

And the angel which I saw stand upon the sea and upon the earth lifted up his hand to
heaven, And sware by him that liveth for ever and ever, who created heaven, and the
things that therein are, and the earth, and the things that therein are, and the sea, and the
things which are therein, that there should be time no longer: But in the days of the voice
of the seventh angel, when he shall begin to sound, the mystery of God should be finished,
as he hath declared to his servants the prophets. Revelation 10:5-7

The definition of two words in that scripture are totally mind blowing. We are told that
the angel proclaims, “there should be time no longer.” What is interesting about the phrase, “time

no longer,” is that the word for “time,” which is “Chronos” actually means literal time. The word
for “no,” which is “ou,” means just that, no. The word for “longer,” is “eti,” and it is defined as:

of a thing which went on formerly, whereas now a different state of things exists or has
begun to exist

The scripture can be rendered, that which was formally known as time will be no longer
and something different has started and taken time’s place. Knowing the intent of the original
language certainly shed light on future events, doesn’t it?

Now, let’s look at a possible scenario. We’ll assume that some Brainiac at CERN
discovers how to break through the barrier between our dimensional reality and the spiritual
dimension. He has his people fire up CERN with that chief objective as his goal. He realizes also
that he can use CERN to set the Earth at a zero-degree inclination to the sun and unlock the
Abyss, which he sees, in his ignorance, as that other dimension. So, he fires up CERN and turns
it to full power figuring that he is going to make history by doing away with everything that is
considered YHVH. He’s probably a Satanist and wants his lord to rule the world in a new order
made specifically for the Lord of Darkness.

A problem arises however in that CERN is the key that has been brought to earth by the
angel from heaven and it isn’t going to make just a doorway to another dimension, but YHVH is
going to use it to turn off Space/Time for a little while and meld the two dimensions. All of a
sudden, the sun doesn’t shine anymore, and the moon looks like blood and darkness cover the

earth. The stars (fallen angels) literally fall to earth to begin a quest of obliterating every human
that remains alive. Suddenly all of the demons that were hidden in the spiritual realm can be seen
and they are horrifying and so are the fallen angels. Men and women fall to the ground and die
from fear of what is right in front of them as they see the demons they have been worshiping all
of their lives. It becomes a literal hell on Earth. A being that has horns, that has gone by many
names throughout time emerges, proclaiming himself to be Cernnunos, Satan, and a variety of
different names. The extermination of mankind begins, and yes, even those who have the Mark
of The Beast. Satan has no favorites; all men remind him of the Creator.

Mankind would certainly deserve this fate because it has turned away from its creator.
There are some however that have not taken the mark and there are some who are sealed with
YHVH’s Seal on their forehead, and YHVH cannot forsake His people. People with the seal of
Satan begin to panic because the sky rolls back like a scroll and the Third Heaven is revealed.
The wicked see Yeshua coming from a distance along with the saints that he took with him at the
blowing of the 7th Trumpet. The Jews run to the wilderness for protection because Satan wants
to annihilate them before Yeshua finally reaches Earth. If Satan can’t have the Earth, then he’s
going to scorch and burn it to leave a wasteland for Yeshua. The two dimensions still melded,
the Son of YHVH returns and binds Satan, his fallen angels and the demons and casts them back
into the Abyss and seals it for 1000 years. He mends the tear that CERN was allowed to make,
returning us to our five-dimension reality as he restores the Earth.

Now, no one knows exactly what is going to happen, but my little story above might be
pretty close to what happens in the near future. We have to remember that YHVH can use the

tools of the enemy for His Glory. If CERN is the Key to The Bottomless Pit, then it has been
built for evil intent but will be used to finally bring history to a fruition. Though the makers and
users of CERN may have bragging rights right now, saying that they are going to open a door
into another dimension, and though they might use it to put the earth’s axis back to zero degrees
and though they might unleash hell on earth, it was all ordained before the foundation of the
earth. Do I want to see these things happen in my lifetime or in the lifetime of my children or
grandchildren, no, but I know if it does happen in the next fifty or sixty years and they have to
endure it, they will be kept in YHVH’s everlasting arms.

We also must remember that times change in a very rapid manner. Here in America, it
seems like we have been given a reprieve from the evil that was Barack Obama. Once the
prophecy buffs said that Europe was the Beast’s Empire, but we see the European Union’s
dissolution with England leaving and it appears that France is not far behind. Once we looked at
Russia as the enemy that would kill us all, but now we see Russia as a defender of Christians in
the Middle East. The socio/political world has turned upside down and all indications are that it
will continue to wobble, tilt and tumble for some time. Everything is in flux and we can say that
only YHVH knows what is going to happen.

No weapon that is formed against thee shall prosper; and every tongue that shall
rise against thee in judgment thou shalt condemn. This is the heritage of the servants of
the Lord, and their righteousness is of me, saith the Lord. Isaiah 54:17

So even though we know that CERN has the ability to bring hell on Earth, we know that
YHVH is really in charge and as believers in Yeshua, we need to start realizing that. If we live,
we live for Messiah, if we die we go to be with Yeshua. We have a win/win situation no matter
how you look at it. All we need to do is:

Wherefore seeing we also are compassed about with so great a cloud of witnesses, let us
lay aside every weight, and the sin which doth so easily beset us, and let us run with
patience the race that is set before us, Looking unto Jesus the author and finisher of our
faith; who for the joy that was set before him endured the cross, despising the shame, and
is set down at the right hand of the throne of God. Hebrews 12:1-2

SECTION TWO
IS THERE A SECRET C.E.R.N THAT WE ARE NOT AWARE OF?

One night back in 2017 I had the privilege of joining with Jim Wilhelmsen and Erik
Smith on their “Remnant Call” Pal Talk site. It was an interesting conversation that went down
many paths. One of the paths that we went down dealt with time travel. Jim asked if anyone had
watched a new television show titled “Timeless” and I told the group that my wife and I had
been watching it right from the start. The theme of the show consists of one group of men that
hijacked a time machine in an effort to, what appears to be, the elimination of people who
throughout history retarded the advancement of a secret family bloodline. The second team of
time travelers tries to find the first team in an attempt to stop the first team. It is an interesting
show that shows pretty clear the paradoxes that could happen if men were allowed to go back in
time to change history.

As our conversation continued Jim and I sort of vied for the notion that the show’s time
machine seems to mimic the Nazi time machine the Germans referred to as “Die Glock,” which
interprets as “the bell.” According to theory, The Glock used the element mercury with two
bands of the metal spinning in opposite direction in respect to each other causing some sort of
time disturbance as well as anti-gravity affects. Interesting enough, at the end of World War
Two, all three reported Glock vehicles were missing when the Allies tried to retrieve them. On
December 09, 1965 a supposed UFO crashed in Kecksburg Pennsylvania. Those who first came
upon the craft in the forest described a vehicle that looked like a big bell (some called acorn
shaped) with strange writing that looked Runic in nature.

Adding a little more flavor to the pot we have an interview that Jim Wilhelmsen
conducted with Leroy Gaitan, the Constable for the community of Dublin, Texas. On or around
08 January of 2008 Constable Gaitan took video of two lights that he saw over Dublin.
According to Gaitan (at that time anyway) the two lights were like halo’s that contained within
them bell looking objects. Gaitan turned the videotape over to a reporter (first mistake) who in
turn turned the tape over to Linda Molton Howe (second mistake). I personally contacted Howe,
asking her to send me a copy of the tape but who first denied that there was a video to which I
replied that there was a video and told her that she was lying. Howe wrote back to me, telling me
that yes there was a video but nothing definitive could be seen on it then berated me for “being
mean” to her regarding the matter. My third letter to Howe, telling her that I didn’t care how bad
the video appeared to be and again requested a copy. I received her final letter back to me,
accusing me of singling her out for persecution and saying that I was a very mean person. For the
record, my letters to Howe were very respectful. I mean, why would I write a nasty letter when
requesting something from someone.

Political correctness is rampant within the UFO Research Community. Oh, and to put the
cherry on top of the cake, when Jim Wilhelmsen asked Gaitan a year or two later about the two
halo’s each containing a Glock, he changed his testimony and told Jim that he never made those
statements. Someone got to Gaitan. Seeing that die Glock would be of great interest to our
military and the NWO Elites I have no doubt that Gaitan was probably threatened with loss of
employment or maybe even the health of himself and his family.

Watching the “Timeless” show I realized that all throughout history, the Elites like to
brag about technology that they possess. Many times, their bragging is tagged as “science

fiction,” that always seems to become science fact with the passing of a few decades. Many
would think that the mechanisms that are shown on the “Timeless” television show and
their wheels spinning in opposite directions are just a coincidence when it comes to their
similarity to how the die Glock operated, but what if it isn’t a coincidence?

A few years ago, I was blessed to attend a lecture by Stan Deyo down in Roswell, New
Mexico. Stan talked about Triangle UFOs, that they are powered by anti-magnetic fields and
how those fields alter time and space to those aboard the triangle craft. He said that what ground
observers see as 90-degree maneuvers being performed at impossible speeds are not realized as
being fast to the occupants of the craft, but in fact, the maneuver might seem like it takes a
minute to the occupants within the magnetic field. This shows us that physics can be overcome
in some instances using electromagnetics and in the case of die Glock some sort of disturbance
of dimensional balances.

Please forgive me if I sound redundant, but sometimes redundancy is needed to keep an
idea fresh when an idea is being presented. When it comes to CERN we see the use of power that
just a few decades would have been thought of as impossible. What bothers me, and many like
me, about CERN is that it has always had some sort of occult connection. CERN started
operating in 2013. Three years later there was a ceremony near CERN that commemorated the
opening of the world’s longest rail tunnel. The ceremony was occult in nature and had many
performances that seem to symbolize a tunnel that releases chained angelic beings from the inner
earth. I would be remiss by failing to mention that a statue of the Hindu god Shiva stands outside
the main entrance of CERN. Shiva in the Hindu religion is the god of the destruction of the
universe. Shiva, it is said, destroys the universe so that it can be recreated. Isn’t it interesting that

the ultimate goal of Satan is to destroy YHVH and to set up his own order? No, the fact that
Shiva is symbolized outside of CERN’s main office is not an accident.

Now let’s look at the Earth for a moment. Earth has two sets of poles that should not be
confused. First, there is the axis poles that we know as the north and south poles. These poles are
like an imaginary rod that runs through the planet on which the earth can spin. If you’ve ever had
a globe of the earth you can relate to this imagery. The second set of poles are magnetic poles.
These poles are located both north and south, but not exactly at the axis poles. The magnetic
poles also tend to wander both in the north and the south. The magnetic poles create a
magnetosphere around the globe and protect Earth from many of the harmful effects of the sun.

We know from reading scripture that the domain of demons and many fallen angels is
within the earth. Many like myself feel that YHVH has placed a lock within the earth and portals
of the earth. These locks strongly deter all of the demons and fallen angels from coming out of
the abyss unless they are summoned and/or invited by humans. We know that the earth was
different before the flood of Noah’s time. The Bible describes what was a water canopy above
the earth before the flood and the fossil record shows that lifeforms before the flood were pretty
well universal at that time. For example, redwoods once grew in Alaska and ferns in Antarctica.
The same is true for animal kingdom fossils. This suggests that at one time the entire Earth was a
greenhouse and that the temperature at the poles was vastly milder than it is today. This also
causes us to speculate that the earth before the flood was not tilted at 23 degrees like has been
since the flood.

Why would YHVH cause Earth to tilt 23 degrees? Both Jim Wilhelmsen and I believe
that once the demonic spirits were locked up, along with some of the fallen angels and also the

souls of the wicked people that lived before the flood, that YHVH tilted the earth to place a lock
on the bottomless pit. A good illustration could be made in what nurses call a Z-Track injection.
There are some medications, like Iron, that could cause a stain under the skin using a common
injection type. With a Z-Track injection, the skin and upper muscle is first pulled in one direction
with the thumb and the injection occurs into the muscle. At the end of the injection, the needle is
removed and the skin along with the top muscle is allowed to return to its original position. This
allows the medication to remain in the lower muscle but not escape to the upper layers. The tilt
of the earth, after the injection of demons, fallen angels and souls of the wickedly departed were
inserted into the bottomless pit (Torments), was performed to close the pit and lock it.

Picture source: http://geomag.org/info/declination.html

The picture above illustrates how the geomagnetic forces on and in Earth are directed
toward both magnetic poles. Notice that they do not travel in a straight line. This is because
Earth is a sphere and the magnetics must act like upon a ball and not a flat plane. This also
refutes the Flat Earth Debacle.

Picture Source: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/ File:Magnetic_meridians_lat_30_long_-133.16_1000x1000.png

The picture above is interesting. What it shows in effect are imaginary lines called
latitude and longitude. While they are not visible on Earth they are still there because they are
mathematical equations of measurement. Might I suggest that in the great scheme of things these
lines are real and they form a cage upon the earth. Since longitude lines originate at both poles
and latitude lines demarcate the steps from the central horizontal line of our planet these lines are
real. Now look at the magnetic lines, how they curve so that the ions from Earth’s magnet can

travel from a north pole to a south pole of the magnet. It is almost as if the earth is encaged with
a fence that is guarded by a geomagnetic fence. Add those things to the fact that Earth is
spinning at 1000 miles per hour, and that it is spinning much faster near its center and you have a
cage that is spinning much faster in the center thus causing an inescapable condition for the
fallen angels. However, if the magnetic poles are moved to the axial poles the curved magnetic
lines will line up with the grid lines which could unlock the prison doors. If the lines are moved
then even for one second or less Earth would experience magnetic confusion until stasis is again
achieved. During that short time the abyss could be opened up because there would no magnetic
grid to hold the prisoners in prison.

Again, I must mention that we are told in the Book of Revelation that there will be a day
when the Bottomless Pit will be opened, and all sorts of demonic spirits will come out and afflict
mankind. Now, let us look at the tilt of the earth as a key being in a lock that is left in the lock
position.

In the left picture the door is unlocked. In the right picture the door is locked. It would
have to be turned to zero degrees in order to be unlocked. If the double deadbolt on the right’s
key is turned it is very hard to open the door by any other means but breaking it down. In a left
picture scenario existed the door could be opened at any time.

In like manner, the earth is locked at a 23-degree angle, but it was most probably at a
zero-degree angle in the beginning. Before the flood of Noah, the scenario on the left existed.
Currently, the condition on the right is what exists.

One might ask if other planets in our Solar System have a tilt. There are two other planets
that are tilted to some degree:

The axial tilt is defined as the angle between the direction of the positive pole and the
normal to the orbital plane. The angles for Earth, Uranus and Venus are approximately
23°, 97°, and 177° respectively. [Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Axial_tilt]

Notice that Venus is tilted almost 180 degrees and for our study we can say that it is tilted
to such a little degree off of center that it doesn’t matter. In addition, since it Venus is turned
almost all the way over it tends to spin in the opposite direction of the other planets, all except
Uranus which spins on its side. These other two planets, for the sake of our study are not
important because Earth is the focus and nowhere in Scripture does it say that anything like a
bottomless pit exists on either.

Is CERN What They Are Telling Us It Is?
There are quite a few people who think that CERN isn’t just a particle accelerator, but a
device to help to open portals to the Bottomless Pit. Many things would be involved where
opening the pit is concerned, but the main factor would be setting Earth back to a zero-degree
inclination. I believe that some of the higher-level scientists as CERN know about the fallen
angel connection and that they are attempting to act on Shiva’s regard by attempting to destroy
the present order so that they can start the Luciferian order which many of us call the last week
of Daniel’s 70th week.

How would scientists be able to put Earth back into a zero inclination again? Is it possible
to do this incredible fete? Will the attempt go bad? We know that the axis of Earth can be
changed. We were told on two separate occasions, the Indonesian Earthquake of 2004 and the
Japanese Earthquake of 2011 that Planet Earth rang like a bell. Since bells are hollow this
presents a hollow earth, which figures greatly into the equation of earth changes because it would
define the planet as being much less in mass than solid core physics show us. If you’ve ever gone
bowling, you know that an eleven-pound ball is a lot easier to lob down the alley than a sixteen-

pound ball. The balls are the same size, but the eleven-pound ball is less dense than a sixteenpound ball thus easier to maneuver. A hollow earth would be much easier to set to zero
inclination than a solid core earth. The mass of a hollow or porous earth would present less
resistance to movement.

The problem present that if there is one super-collider to move the earth back zero
inclination there could be an overcorrection or a situation of a deadly wobble. In physics, the best
way to create balance is by using a counterbalance of equal potential. Imagine a see-saw with a
heavy person on one end and a lighter person at the other end. The only way that such a see-saw
could work is if the lighter person had enough energy in their legs to produce the needed thrust to
propel the heavier person down. The best way however for a see-saw to work is to have persons
of like weight on both ends. A Hadron Super Collider on one side of Earth could possibly bring
the inclination back to zero but there is only one chance to do it correctly. The proper way is to
build a collider of near equal capacity on the direct opposite side of the world from the main
collider. This would allow for overcorrection, something that could devastate the planet. But
where exactly is the opposite side of the planet? We are told in scripture that there will come a
time when the Earth will go to and fro like a drunkard:

The earth shall reel to and fro like a drunkard, and shall be removed like a cottage; and
the transgression thereof shall be heavy upon it; and it shall fall, and not rise again.
Isaiah 24:20

I have studied the terminology of this scripture. The words before the semi-colon are
talking about the actual planet. After the semi-colon is talking about the transgression (sin) and

that the sin will fall and will not rise again. Could the sin be the attempt to open the portal? Will
the attempt cause the earth to go into a frantic wobble that will not only open up the abyss but
also the death knoll of Earth were it not for the return of Yeshua to take domain of the Earth

If There Is A Counterbalance, Where Would It be?

The internet is rife with fun little software tools that people have written. One such tool is
an earth tunneling tool that shows where someone would end up if they bore straight down
through the earth. Using that tool, I came up with the following result:

Using the map above you can see that drilling straight through the earth you would end
up in the Pacific Ocean, roughly six hundred miles from Christchurch, New Zealand. You’ll
notice from the right map that a group of islands lies roughly 200 miles to the northwest. These
islands are called the Chatham Islands, a property of New Zealand. In the grand scheme of

things, 200 miles is within an acceptable range of where a secret collider could be situated. It
should be noted that with tunneling technology that presently exists, it would not be impossible
for there to be an under-seabed facility. I took the liberty of downloading a map that shows the
seabed in that area. The exact coordinates are directly in the center of the picture.

The Chatham Island location is an interesting one. There are manmade features on the island that
resemble geometric figures carved out of what was once probably forest.

At first, I thought that the trees or hedges that look to separate land were just that,
demarcations of farmland. Living in farm country myself I know that such features exist, but
each demarcation usually has a farm, a farmhouse, and other outbuildings, mostly devoid in this
picture. It’s almost as if the trees are sending a message. Look at the far-left grove of trees. Who
leaves a grove like that? Nobody that I know does that. It has perfect right angles. The most
interesting feature, however, is the arrow of trees that point to a group of buildings. What
possible purpose could anyone have for making an arrow, except to let people in space and/or
satellites know where something is hidden. Now, let’s look at it a little closer to ground:

The arrow is pointing to a parcel of land upon which an odd-looking building is located. Let’s
look a bit closer, shall we?

The building is a one-story building that looks highly irregular for something found on a
farm. It looks to be more of a research building. Notice also that the building looks like a head
and arms, the arms in a praising position. It gets even more interesting when you look at the
image of Shiva that is outside of CERN Headquarters in Switzerland:

Notice the head with two of the hands raised. If someone wants to let others covertly
know where something is located, they would use something that is familiar in form but in a
different gift wrapping. The Elites are steeped in using symbology, therefore making a building
that sort of resembles the Shiva idol could be their way of saying, “X marks the spot.”

Research on the internet finds that the farming that is done is the raising of livestock,
mostly sheep, and lambs for selling on the mainland. But we have to remember that it’s what is
underneath the ground that is important, not what is on top of the ground. The island is roughly
22 miles long and around the same in width at its widest point. Remember that the CERN Ring is
17 miles in circumference, which works out to be 5.41 miles in diameter, meaning that it would
fit below and within the island’s area.

Is The Counter Balance for CERN Located Under The Ocean Floor?

As I mentioned earlier, the technology exists to tunnel underwater. As early as 1920 the
construction of the Holland Tunnel under the Hudson River showed that what is now-primitive
technology could place a tunnel more than 60 feet under the river bottom from New Jersey to
New York City. Given that mankind had advanced from biplanes to interplanetary probes in the
last hundred years it is not inconceivable that tunneling technology has followed the same
evolution. It is also conceivable that the possibility exists that the crust of the earth is
honeycombed and that a hollow earth might exist these things would make such ventures easier.

I think it prudent that we look again as the seabed that exists at the coordinates that are
directly on the opposite side Earth from CERN. Equally prudent would be our showing a map of
the CERN campus in Switzerland to make a comparison.

Keep in mind that the coordinates of the Counter Balance CERN would be right in the
middle of the image above. It is interesting how the layout of the sea bottom is triangular in
shape, the same as the campus in Europe. The odd looking round feature in the picture would
technically be where the center of the Super Collider would be. Remember, theoretically,
everything should be reversed on the other side of the world but as long as the Super Collider is
located at a polar opposite position it should suffice and be effective as a counterbalance.

The actual collider lies to the north of the campus, in France. The Campus itself is in both
Switzerland and France. The campus is triangular, just like the seabed feature on the other side of
the world.

There would be advantages to placing the facility under the seabed. The first would be
secrecy. Excavation could start in Australia or perhaps an isolated part of New Zealand, or, on
Chatham Island itself, the tailings of the digging being placed right into the sea from the island
and could continue to the Secret CERN facility. Another plus would be that the heat generated
by CERN could be drastically reduced by the cold-water temperatures at the bottom of the sea.
The discharge of heat on the ocean bottom could be explained away as magma from an undersea
volcano. Third, the area is within the Ring of Fire so geothermal power generation would be
relatively easy. Water supply would be no problem because a small desalination plant could be
constructed. The only main concern would be food to feed the staff of the facility, which could
be railed in through the tunnel that was created to get to the area. Another interesting aspect
would be that if there was a deep-sea current that ran through the area it would be perfect for
power generation through hydroelectric means.

From time to time we hear of news that there are secret havens within the mountains in
places like Colorado that have been set up to protect them in times of calamity. With this in
mind, it is easy to fathom that a CERN Facility could have been caverned deep under the sea. We
are told in Scripture that people will inhabit these facilities in the last days in an attempt to hide
from not only calamity, but from the return of Yeshua, and they will beg the caverns to fall upon
them to hide them from Yeshua.

And there followed him a great company of people, and of women, which also bewailed
and lamented him. But Jesus turning unto them said, Daughters of Jerusalem, weep not
for me, but weep for yourselves, and for your children. For, behold, the days are coming,
in the which they shall say, Blessed are the barren, and the wombs that never bare, and
the paps which never gave suck. Then shall they begin to say to the mountains, Fall on
us; and to the hills, Cover us. For if they do these things in a green tree, what shall be
done in the dry? Luke 23:27-31
And:

And I beheld when he had opened the sixth seal, and, lo, there was a great earthquake;
and the sun became black as sackcloth of hair, and the moon became as blood; And the
stars of heaven fell unto the earth, even as a fig tree casteth her untimely figs, when she is
shaken of a mighty wind. And the heaven departed as a scroll when it is rolled together;
and every mountain and island were moved out of their places. And the kings of the earth,
and the great men, and the rich men, and the chief captains, and the mighty men, and
every bondman, and every free man, hid themselves in the dens and in the rocks of the
mountains; And said to the mountains and rocks, Fall on us, and hide us from the face of
him that sitteth on the throne, and from the wrath of the Lamb: For the great day of his
wrath is come; and who shall be able to stand? Revelation 6:12-17

We know therefore that people will dwell in underground facilities because the Bible
verifies it. With that knowledge in mind we know that such technology exists to make such
places and given what must be advanced technology in tunneling that has come about over the
past hundred years, it is not impossible to entertain the notion that the counter-balance CERN is

a reality and it is either under Chatham Island, or that Chatham Island is the entrance to an under
the seabed Super Collider.

Over the past couple of decades, there has been an increase in earthquake activity both on
the Islands of New Zealand and in the crust under the sea near New Zealand. We’ve also seen an
increase in Earthquake activity in Italy. It is interesting that the distance from CERN to Rome is
432 miles and the distance from Christchurch, New Zealand to Chatham Island is 542 miles, a
difference of just over a hundred miles. Could test firings of both CERN’s be causing
earthquakes? Were both facilities built in earthquake active areas on purpose? Are the CERN
facilities creating devastating earthquakes to change the Earth’s axis? There are just too many
similarities on both sides of the globe for this to be labeled as coincidence.

I leave it up to you, the reader to come to your own conclusions in regard to the question,
“is there a secret CERN?” Not that any of us can do anything to stop these things, but knowledge
is power and knowing why things happen helps us to understand what is going on with CERN
and what its true purpose is. All that we as believers in YHVH Yeshua can do is pray that
YHVH’s will is done and we can revel in the fact that what CERN is doing is bringing us closer
to the day that Yeshua returns to vanquish his enemies and bring peace and paradise to Earth.

SECTION THREE
THE CHINESE SUPER-COLLIDER

It never seems to fail that once you think that you have a working theory that a new
element comes into the picture to either complicate or verify further the field of research. Not
long after what I thought was the finishing of this book I was introduced to something new that
could work better to make sure that an earth axis correction could become a reality.

The Chinese are the rising star of the 21st Century. They have an ever-growing economy
based on a communistic view of capitalism. In common terms, they have mastered the use of
what many would term slave labor in order to become competitive in the world’s economic
market. When I was a young man the Japanese were making a similar meteoric rise into
economic prominence minus a slave labor element. Today it is the Chinese who are taking the
stage. American economic players have capitalized on China’s cheap labor and ridiculously low
price on items that no one else on earth can compete with. If you go to Walmart you will find
that almost every item that is sold there is marked, “Made in China.”

The newfound rise to fame is not just in found in the economic market, but also in the
science arena. The Chinese have their own space program and they are becoming masters of
many other areas of science. One of those areas is the science of physics. During the last couple
of years there have been rumors that China wants to build their own super collider which they
tout will be seventeen times more powerful than the collider at CERN in Europe. While the
CERN collider can produce just a few Hicks Boson particles at any one time while in operation,

the Chinese brag that their new collider, when it is built, will be able to create thousands of Hicks
Boson’s at one time.

Like I mentioned earlier in this book I do believe that the purpose of CERN is
multifaceted. Of course, their claim is that the Hadron Super Collider was conceived to study the
rudimentary particles that make up all matter, both regular matter and dark matter. However,
over the years that followed the completion of the CERN collider it has become quite evident
that it is being used to open portals into other dimensions and my belief is that it will be used in
conjunction with other colliders to bring the Earth into a zero-degree axis like our planet was
before the deluge that destroyed the antediluvian world.

I mentioned earlier in the book that the scientists that are trying to accomplish the axis
feat know that it might be possible that just having one collider to accomplish an axis change
could cause a horrible wobble of Earth. Therefore, it is my belief that there is a secret Hadron
Collider located on the opposite side of the Earth from the collider in Europe.

With the news that China is building a more power collider, and that it could be finished
in the next decade one has to ask how it might be used to aid in bring earth to a zero-degree axis.
The answer I feel isn’t that the Chinese collider will bring Earth to that zero-degree axis, but that
it could possibly be used to align the magnetic pole of the earth with the axis pole of Earth.

Before we go any farther it is important to stress again that when you use a compass to
find a north direction from where you are located, the compass zeroes in on magnetic north. At

our present time, magnetic north and south are not in the same location as axis north and south. If
you have ever seen a globe at school or at a library you know that you can turn it because it is
connected to the globe device by a rod that runs through the globe and connects to the device at
the top and bottom of the device at a place that is known as true north and true south, the axis
upon which we reference for the Earth’s rotation which is completed in full roughly every 24
hours.

Magnetic north and south on the other hand are not constant and they do move. The map
below illustrates how it has moved since 1900:

As you can see from the map, the magnetic pole in the northern hemisphere has moved
significantly since the year 1900. In 1900 the magnetic pole was located in northern Canada, just
north of what is called Hudson Bay. Today magnetic north is located approximately 180 degrees
eastern longitude and at or about 87 degrees northern latitude. In recent years it seems to have
moved in large increments about every five years. If it continues to move at its current speed it is

conceivable that it could be at or near 120 degrees eastern longitude within the next fifteen years
or so. That could be quite significant, as we will see below.

Before we continue we need to reexamine a theory that Jim Wilhelmsen postulated quite
a few years ago and we can add onto that theory to bring a little more clarity. Jim’s theory related
to scriptures in the Bible and also passages from 1 Enoch. In scripture we are told that the
“Angels that sinned,” are locked up in a place called “Tartarus” in the Greek language. Tartarus
is defined as a place that is as far below Earth as heaven is above Earth. It is a place that is also
referred to as The Abyss and/or The Bottomless Pit. We are told in Enoch that these angels are
locked in the Abyss until the consummation of all things, in modern terms, meaning until the end
of the world or maybe better rendered until the Apocalypse.

To continue on, Jim and I both believe that at the time of or just before the deluge
YHVH’s angel locked these fallen angels up. We postulate that the earth was probably at a zerodegree inclination to the sun before the flood. What caused Earth to tilt to its current 23.5-degree
inclination? My speculation is that it was a comet or asteroid that broke through the water
canopy around Earth after which it struck the earth which caused the crust of Earth to crack
causing the weight of the continents to press down on the waters of the great deep which in turn
caused waters to shoot up from the cracks in the crust. Scientists call these cracks Tectonic Plate
Boundaries. When the fallen angels were placed in Tartarus the door that was opened to bring
them to Tartarus was closed and the tilted inclination of Earth was a lock that made escape from
Tartarus impossible. To put a seal on the lock, YHVH moved the magnetic poles away from the
axis poles. To most people the idea of a lock with another lock feature is not a common thing.

However, those of us who have worked or still work in a secured environment know that locks
secure, but locks that have an extra security feature are almost impossible to penetrate without
proper keys and proper credentials.

I have read in several different works that aside from studying physics in sub-atomic
particles, one of the important chores of CERN is to explore ways to open doors to other
dimensions. This can be deduced by looking at the videos of some of the strange rituals that were
performed at the opening of a low altitude tunnel near the CERN site, a tunnel that was opened at
or around the same time that construction of CERN was completed. Strange parade floats were
presented to dignitaries from many nations, the floats being symbolic of slaves in hell and also
fallen angels trying to climb chains out of hell. Just a coincidence in timing and purpose, I think
not.

So, let’s start to place figures into the equation, shall we. We have fallen angels that are
locked up until the end of the age. We have scientists that are using particle accelerating devices
to open portals to other dimensions and we have a strange ritual parade that symbolized releasing
the fallen angels from their prison. Let’s look at some of the pictures captured during the
ceremony:

Image portraying entities coming open portal.

Symbolic human slaves being led away (to sacrifice) while angels climb chains to escape.

Women being led away for human sacrifice

So, we can come to a pretty safe assumption that CERN and other colliders are being
used for nefarious purposes as well as particle physics. One of the quotes that I found very
interesting comes from an article that talks about the new Chinese collider. In referring to the
Great Wall of China and the Chinese Collider, one physicist states:

“The Great Wall was meant to keep foreigners out, while the Great Collider is meant to
bring foreigners in,” Henry Tye, a physicist at Cornell and the Hong Kong University of
Science and Technology, told me…”
[Source: http://www.wbur.org/cognoscenti/2015/10/28/chinas-great-collider-physicssteve-nadis]
We need to go back and recap. We have CERN located near Geneva Switzerland. We
have a strong probability that there is a secret CERN directly on the opposite side of the world
from CERN, and we have a new Chinese super collider. The new Chinese Collider will be
located in a province called Kin-Huang-Dao which incidentally is where the Great Wall of China
ends at the sea. Why would they think that a super collider in China at that specific location
would be the ideal place to construct it? Well, do you remember that I said that in just a few

years the magnetic north pole will be located near the 120-degree east longitude location? It
turns out that the city of Kim-Huang-Dao is located at 119.6005 degrees East longitude, so close
in number that it could be rounded up to 120 degrees. Does this interest you now??

Let us muse a bit and say that someday in the future, perhaps in the late 2030’s the Elites
decide to bring Earth back to a zero-degree inclination to the sun. So, you might ask why I use
that time frame? When we look at scripture we see Avraham being given a future history lesson.
YHVH tells Avraham that his descendants will live in a land that is not their own. He is told that
they will live there for four generation. Then. YHVH says that they will leave that land after 400
years meaning that YHVH sees a generation as being one hundred years. Later on, in scripture
Yeshua is talking to his disciples and he says something interesting. He talks about a fig tree
starting to blossom. Fig trees are used in symbology to mean Israel. Yeshua says that the
generation that sees Israel start to blossom will not pass away until the end time events occur and
are completed. Israel was reborn as a nation in 1948. If you take 1948 and add one hundred years
you get the year 2048. So, if the physicists were to bring Earth back to that zero-degree
inclination around the year 2040 it would give the fallen angels seven or eight years to wreak
havoc upon Earth.

Yet another interesting fact is that we are told in Enoch that it was 200 Sons of God,
(fallen angels) that rebelled against YHVH by reproducing with human females. While we do
not have fallen angels openly abducting women to produce Nephilim, we do have something
called alien abduction, and guess what, the entities remove human eggs from females and sperm
from human males. Maybe they’re making an army?? We’re told in Revelation that someday an

army of 200 million will come from the East to march on Jerusalem. Could they be 200 million
Nephilim? There are some that speculate that this army is a Chinese army, but we have to
remember that by this time in history 2/3 (66 percent) of mankind will be killed by the judgments
of YHVH that we see illustrated in the Book of Revelation.

So, getting back on track yet again, let’s say that CERN scientists are successful, and they
correct the axis to a zero-degree axis. There is one problem however in that the magnetic north is
still not the same as the north axis. However, if you remember earlier on I said that around this
time in history, magnetic north will be around 120 degrees east longitude. Remember the
coordinates of the Chinese collider? It will be right around 120 degrees east latitude. With the
earth now at zero-degrees inclination, the Chinese fire up their collider which is seven times
stronger than CERN and they will use it to tweak the magnetic pole so that it will be in the same
location as the axial pole and click, the door unlocks releasing not only the fallen angels, but also
the 200-million-man army.

There is a popular belief within the New Apostolic Reformation churches that states that
the group of entities called “Joel’s Army,” is an army of believers that exist at the end of days. It
is however quite easy to see that the army that Joel talks about in his prophetic book is a demonic
army. I suppose that if you study the New Apostolic Revival and realize that it is a cult to in the
highest degree that maybe the NAR might be on track and that they might play a major part in
what the Book of Revelation calls “the Whore of Babylon.” However, the very large army that
John wrote about in Revelation is an army formed by fallen angels and their Nephilim offspring.

I know that I have brought forth some ideas here that sound too impossible to be true.
Heck, I struggled with the ideas too until too many things started to make sense. We are told in
Daniel’s prophetic book that he was to seal up some of the books that he inscribed. What YHVH
showed him were things that people would not have understood. In fact, Daniel is told that the
books were to be sealed up till the end of days, described as a time when men would go to and
fro and a time when knowledge would increase. We now live in the days that Daniel was told
about. Men do run to and fro and knowledge has increased, so much so that it would astound
someone living just a hundred years ago. I often wondered if CERN was capable of generating
the magnetic power that would be needed? Right on their website we can see that the magnets at
CERN generate power that dwarf the magnetic forces of Earth many times over:

All the magnets on the LHC are electromagnets. The main dipoles generate powerful 8.3
tesla magnetic fields – more than 100,000 times more powerful than the Earth’s magnetic
field. The electromagnets use a current of 11,080 amperes to produce the field, and
a superconducting coil allows the high currents to flow without losing any energy to
electrical resistance. [Source: https://home.cern/about/engineering/pulling-togethersuperconducting-electromagnets]

If this is true, then we can assume that CERN has the capability to alter the magnetic field of the
earth quite easily. Why haven’t they done it yet, one might ask? Do not be so sure that they have
not been tweaking their equipment by making little tests here and there. Since CERN has fired
up, right from the start there have been several large earthquakes, some which scientists
themselves tell us have changed the inclination of Earth in ever so small increments:

Japan Quake May Have Shortened Earth Days, Moved Axis
03.14.11

The March 11, magnitude 9.0 earthquake in Japan may have shortened the length
of each Earth day and shifted its axis. But don't worry—you won't notice the difference.
Using a United States Geological Survey estimate for how the fault responsible for the
earthquake slipped, research scientist Richard Gross of NASA's Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif., applied a complex model to perform a preliminary
theoretical calculation of how the Japan earthquake—the fifth largest since 1900—
affected Earth's rotation. His calculations indicate that by changing the distribution of
Earth's mass, the Japanese earthquake should have caused Earth to rotate a bit faster,
shortening the length of the day by about 1.8 microseconds (a microsecond is one
millionth of a second).
The calculations also show the Japan quake should have shifted the position of
Earth's figure axis (the axis about which Earth's mass is balanced) by about 17
centimeters (6.5 inches), towards 133 degrees east longitude. Earth's figure axis should
not be confused with its north-south axis; they are offset by about 10 meters (about 33
feet). This shift in Earth's figure axis will cause Earth to wobble a bit differently as it
rotates, but it will not cause a shift of Earth's axis in space—only external forces such as
the gravitational attraction of the sun, moon and planets can do that.
Both calculations will likely change as data on the quake are further refined.
In comparison, following last year's magnitude 8.8 earthquake in Chile, Gross
estimated the Chile quake should have shortened the length of day by about 1.26

microseconds and shifted Earth's figure axis by about 8 centimeters (3 inches). A similar
calculation performed after the 2004 magnitude 9.1 Sumatran earthquake revealed it
should have shortened the length of day by 6.8 microseconds and shifted Earth's figure
axis by about 7 centimeters, or 2.76 inches. How an individual earthquake affects Earth's
rotation depends on its size (magnitude), location and the details of how the fault slipped.
Gross said that, in theory, anything that redistributes Earth's mass will change
Earth's rotation.
"Earth's rotation changes all the time as a result of not only earthquakes, but also
the much larger effects of changes in atmospheric winds and oceanic currents," he said.
"Over the course of a year, the length of the day increases and decreases by about a
millisecond, or about 550 times larger than the change caused by the Japanese
earthquake. The position of Earth's figure axis also changes all the time, by about 1
meter (3.3 feet) over the course of a year, or about six times more than the change that
should have been caused by the Japan quake." [Source:
https://www.nasa.gov/topics/earth/features/japanquake/earth20110314.html]

It should be noted that three of the largest earthquakes that occurred did so while CERN
was up and running, Chile, Japan and New Zealand. In addition to these facts, the effects of
CERN and an axis change from those quakes (caused by CERN?) might be larger than NASA is
willing to admit. One evidence that NASA is lying is the testimony of the Inuit people of the
North who have noticed differences:

Indigenous Inuits have another explanation for the changes in Earth's climate, NASA
redirects their evidence.
Several Inuit elders have informed NASA of their testimony that the changes in
temperature on Earth are due to a natural occurrence- the planet has tilted slightly on its
axis.
Star Constellations Have Changed Position
The Inuits of the Arctic regions have been watching the sun all of their lives and have
taken note of the changes in its positions at all points during the day.
They claim that due to the tilt, the sunlight now hits Earth from a higher angle and
accounts for their longer daylight as well as the environmental changes such as wind and
drift shifts.
Moreover, the Inuit elders claim the night sky has been altered and positions of stars
have shifted due to the new angle. Their observations are backed up by other Inuit groups
from the Arctic regions who have made similar notes.

NASA has a different approach to the issue. According to the NASA official website, they
do not deny the alterations described by the Inuit or the possibility of a tilted Earth.
Their stance is that these changes are happening because of global warming rather than
global warming is the result. The International Business Times, April 12th edition 2016,
reiterates NASA's claim that this phenomenon is due to global warming. However, on
NASA's website, it also claims that the shift is an occurrence that had happened much
time over the millennia, even at times when human presence was not releasing carbon
dioxide or other pollutants into the atmosphere. [Source: https://www.disclose.tv/inuitelders-warn-nasa-and-the-world-the-earth-has-shifted-314469]
If you are interested, you can watch videos on YouTube that illustrate what the Inuit
elders are telling anyone who will listen. I am not surprised one bit that NASA is putting a
political spin on what the Inuit people are testifying to. NASA has change over the years. For
instance, for many years NASA denied vehemently that they were searching for life on other
worlds. The launch of the Mariner series of craft with their booty of human relics for any
advanced civilization in space that might intercept them is proof that their denial is bupkis. If any
organization that was built on lies tries to inculcate a population about their true intent then
immediate investigation should begin. About the only things that NASA has convinced me of is
that Earth is a globe and that there is a vacuum in space.

With all of the things that I have presented in this book I feel that there are nefarious
forces at bey that are trying to bring back the fallen angels for end-time events to occur. While
they might think that they are orchestrating all of these events, their plans are actually being used

to bring about the Second Coming of Yeshua Ha Mashiach. All of the things that I have
presented have to occur so that all things can be fulfilled. Mankind in its stupidity and deliberate
ignorance is actually acting out a play of cosmic proportions. In their attempt to rebel against the
all-encompassing authority of YHVH they are actually playing into his hands.

SECTION FOUR
ARGENTINA – A COUNTERBALANCE FOR THE CHINESE COLLIDER

Earlier on I talked about balances and counter-balances. Things just work out better when
there is something to correct movement that might go awry in any manner. We see this in many
ways in our daily lives. For instance, if you own a car or any kind of motor vehicle you know
that nothing is made perfect and even the best of tire placed upon the best wheel has a balance
issue. For this reason, wheel weights are placed on the wheel after a spin check has been
completed. The check shows the technician where to place the wheel weights to achieve
optimum performance and little or no wheel wobble while the care is moving. We mentioned
machinery where balance is required, say like a forklift where a large weight is attached to the
opposite end of the machine part that will life a pallet of any sort of weight. We too mentioned
the simplest form of counterbalance, that being people of equal weight on a see-saws and we
mentioned that if two people of equal weight could not be found then the heavier of the two can
use their legs to bring about correct balance.

What we have not mentioned is that the better the distribution of the counter-balances,
and the more that there are assures a better result. For instance, there is very little stability when
a person rides a unicycle. They spend much of their time using their own weight distribution to
keep balance. Add another wheel to make a bicycle and you have much more stability. Add a
third wheel and you have a tricycle which gives even more stable distribution of weight during
motion. There is however an instability in the case of a tricycle in that when turns are made the
wheel in front destabilizes the vehicle and it could flip over. The two wheels in the back are

stable however the one wheel in front, if turned too sharp causes the weight of the vehicle to
move to the right or left and to the front where there is no tire for stability on the outside of the
turn. However, if you add a fourth wheel you have a car or truck which are much more stable
because there are four points where the weight and motion of the vehicle grip the road which
causes much greater command of the matter that is moving down the road. The best vehicle for
stability is a tracked vehicle like a tank where the entire weight of the vehicle is placed along the
entire length of the vehicle. More is better when stability is concerned. The problem with more is
that more energy is needed to move the vehicle due to the fact that more friction is created by
more mass touching the road.

With the super collider situation that we have thus far we have what amounts to a
tricycle. It’s pretty much a marvel that human technology can place three powerful machines that
will be able to move earth into a zero-degree inclination but there’s always that chance that the
metaphorical tire can be turned too far causing Earth to fall over so much so that it would even
be possible that Earth could fall out of its orbit and be destroyed. How would a group of
physicists overcome that problem? Well, let’s think about that for a moment. They have CERN
which is located in Switzerland and it has a counterbalance in or around Chatham Island on the
direct opposite side of the world. Then we have the soon to be gigantic super collider in near
Beijing, China but no counterbalance for it, or should I say, it appears at first that there is no
counterbalance for China’s collider.

This fact bothered me because I know that if the Elites have a plan to carry this off, and
they have hired the greatest minds on Earth to figure out all of the intricacies then they have had

time to come to the same conclusion that some nurse in Oregon deduced. They far outrank me in
diploma’s hanging on the wall and most certainly in thought capacity when it comes to physics.
Surely, they have figured out that there needs to be a counterbalance for China’s up and coming
collider, right?

The map above shows the four super-colliders that the Elites will use release the fallen
angels and demons from the abyss. Remember that the device off of Argentina is directly on the
other side of the world from the device in China, and the device off of New Zealand is directly
on the other side of the world from the device in Switzerland.

Well the fact is that I do believe that there is a counterbalance, and it is located in all
places off the coast of Argentina, on an Island that was the focus of a war back in the late 1980’s.
You know, I always wondered why the British were so interesting in maintaining dominion over
a small group of islands that should rightfully belong to Argentina. Why send a whole armada of

ships and planes to defend a group of mostly barren islands that’s only claim to any fame is that
they raise sheep and other animals there. The claim back during the conflict was that the
Falkland Islands was in an oil rich zone but if you look at the islands there are no oil rigs there
and you have to look very hard to distinguish any sort of animal life on the islands. Yes, there are
a couple of villages, but that is about all that there is.

So, with that question in mind, and after looking extensively at the coastlands of
Argentina proper, I decided to look at Google Earth to see if there are any anomalies on the
Falkland Islands. It didn’t take too long to find anomalies on one particular part of the Eastern
Falkland Island. Near the top, near a peninsula that juts out into the Atlantic Ocean one can see
of all things a very large helicopter pad located out in the middle of nowhere, and I mean way
out in the middle of nowhere. The pad is large, and it is raised up what looks like twenty feet
higher than the surrounding terrain. A little south of that pad there is a series of buildings that
might or might not be barns. The property is completely fenced in, which I found odd since the
nearest people away have to be tens of miles away. Here in Oregon if I lived that far away from
other people I would not see the need for a fence. Oh, and there is a gate on the fence line,
something again that I question would be needed seeing that the property is so very far away
from civilization. If one follows the road a bit there is a turnoff that leads to what is obviously a
dirt road. That dirt road leads only so far and then it ends. What’s odd about the end of the road
is that it just doesn’t end, but it appears to enter some sort of tunnel structure and there is nothing
on the other side of that structure. Oh, I almost forgot to mention that he tunnel structure is
camouflaged to look like some sort of normal land feature, yet it has height, width and what
looks like depth. Here are some pictures from Google Earth:

The area in question is below the lakes at the top, about three quarters of the way down the
peninsula.

The compound with the large helicopter pad on a raised patch of land.

The area fenced off with the gate clearly seen down the road. The road cutoff to the bunker near the bottom center of
the picture.

The road that leads to what is obviously a bunker or an entrance to an underground facility

So, it is very apparent to me that the counterbalance to the soon to be China Super
Collider is already in place. Now we know why the British were so bothered by the aggression
that Argentina took in a bid to take back the islands. Most sources on the internet refer to the
islands as a useless group of islands. I do know that the name isn’t pretty either. The word “mal”
in Spanish means bad or evil. The second part, if it is Vida’s means life or lives. So, the island’s
name means bad or evil lives or life. If the last part of the name is vinas, it is Spanish for wine
which means that it means bad or evil wine. In either meaning, it is not known for being a good
place, so it is no wonder that it would be used for evil purposes.

Now you know that there is a fourth and final super collider that will someday be used to
put the earth at a zero-degree inclination toward the sun and that when all is said and done this
action will open up a door for fallen angels and demonic entities to roam the earth in one final
attempt to destroy mankind. But, we do not have to worry if we trust the God of Biblical
Scripture, because He sees all of these things as being done in vain, and they will ultimately lead
to nothing when all things are finished.

Why do the heathen rage, and the people imagine a vain thing?
2

The kings of the earth set themselves, and the rulers take counsel together, against

the YHVH, and against his Mashiach, saying,
3

Let us break their bands asunder, and cast away their cords from us.

4

He that sitteth in the heavens shall laugh: YHVH shall have them in derision.

5

Then shall he speak unto them in his wrath, and vex them in his sore displeasure.

6

Yet have I set my king upon my holy hill of Zion.

7

I will declare the decree: the LORD hath said unto me, Thou art my Son; this day have I

begotten thee.
8

Ask of me, and I shall give thee the heathen for thine inheritance, and the uttermost

parts of the earth for thy possession.
9

Thou shalt break them with a rod of iron; thou shalt dash them in pieces like a potter's

vessel.
10

Be wise now therefore, O ye kings: be instructed, ye judges of the earth.

11

Serve the YHVH with fear, and rejoice with trembling.

12

Kiss the Son, lest he be angry, and ye perish from the way, when his wrath is kindled

but a little. Blessed are all they that put their trust in him. Psalm 2

